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Gleanings
By The

@ The Reverend Leopold Braun
of the Assumption Fathers spent
twelve uninterrupted years in Rus-

iet super-excellence.”

the American

Do you know that departments
of the Army and the Air Force are
issuing a series of six character guidance pamphlets in which they say

sia as chaplain to the American
Catholics. In the October issue of
Legion Magazine he

‘wrote an article “The Myth of the

turbed by unfounded belief in Sov*

*

conscripts per annum but these men

of individual moral responsibility.”
We further read that the philosophy

that his family can be punished for
Father Braun says that the reason

for the comeback of the Red Army

at the end of the war was due to
two causes: (1) American lend
lease with close to half-million
vehicles from the U.S.A. reaching
the US.S.R. (2) The cry of “democracy” was raised by the Russian
leaders and with the change in the
regime people began to see hope.
But the hated police state returned
with the rise of the military star.

Then

Father

Braun

gives us a

warning in these words: “The survival of our God-given liberties and

the safeguard of our constitutional
heritage are too precious

Page 2

to be dis-

of morality is the Ten Commandments?” ‘They say that our nation is
not a “secular nation” but it is a
nation that recognizes its dependency and responsibility towards Almighty God. The purpose of the
pamphlets “is to instill into all the
men and women of our Armed
Forces, leaders and led alike, a sense

of American freedom found in the
Declaration of Independence “regards man as a creature of God.”
As a result the pamphlets tell us
that people in the Armed Forces are
responsible to God for the way in
which they perform their military
and civic duty, for the quality of the
service they give to their country.
Listen to these quotations: “If
we exclude God from our thinking
we are finished.” “Freedom of conscience is never the liberty to do as
I please, but the opportunity to do
what God wants me to do.” “A man
with a basic regard for God is an
asset to a country; a man without
God can be, and often is, something

of a menace to his country.” “The
root of our troubles is not primarily
political . . . economical . . . social.
The real heart of the matter is a
lack

of faith

in God,

and

what

is

worse yet, an unwillingness even to
give matters of religion any serious
thought.”

Quite

a contrast

Communism

which

that, in fact, there is

no God.” The pamphlets divide the

that “the highest knowledge is to
know God” and that “our standard

any mistake of his.”

the proposition that we owe nothing to God:

%

Mighty Red Army” in which he
explodes the myth of the invincibility of the Red Army. He speaks
Russian fluently and he moved
about among the people and heard
and saw their reactions to the terrorism in the country. He says:
“Most of the Red army is conscripted from the peasantry, violently disposed during the collectivization. The U.S.S.R. has two million
are not all willing soldiers. No discussion
of the ‘invincible’ Red
Army would be complete without a
reference to the secret police at its
back. And those who laud Red
Army discipline overlook the fact
that it is based on fear. A soldier
can be killed on the spot for a
minor offense. Another aid to discipline is the soldier’s knowledge

Rover

is all this
“begins

to
with

nations into three classes. Secular
which “officially eliminates God

from all official connection with its
public life. Its supreme loyalty as a

nation is not to God but to some

patriotic
or nationalistic
idea.”
l’rance is an example. (2) Demonic

which puts “the government or ruler in place of God . . . There is
something devilish about the claims
such governments make for themselves setting themselves up in the
place of God and His Authority.”
An example of this is the Soviet
Union. (3) Covenant “which recognizes its dependence upon God
and its responsibility toward God.
... and public institutions and ofhcial thinking reflect a faith in the
existence and importance of divine
providence.” An example is the
United States. Think of the Thanksgiving Day proclamations and the
opening of Congress with prayer.
*

On

*

*

October third Players, Inc.,

left the national capital for their
third annual tour which will carry
them on a thirty-two thousand-mile

trip through thirty-seven states and
Canada and end on May 21, 1951.

The fifteen members of the group
are graduates of the speech and
drama department of the Catholic
University and each has had from
five to ten years of professional experience in the theater. This group
is said to be the only Catholic
repertory company of the nation.
The plays this year will be Shakes-

peare’s

comedy

“Twelfth

Night”

and Mooliere’s great farce “The
School for Wives.” The enthusiastic

response given to “Much Ado About
(Continued

on Page

14)
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By Shearl

@ On February 3, 1950, in a small

community
outside
Chicago,
a
mysterious wave of burglaries was
brought to a conclusion. The gang
was apprehended and it was no sur-

prise to the local police that the
age of the hoodlums ranged from
fourteen to nineteen. That incident

has been reproduced in almost every

community throughout the country.
Stealing, destroying, molesting, yes
and even sometimes murdering, are

TEACHERS
Roberts

Our country is the great power in
the world. We excell in technology,
production,
farming, and
many
other fields. But in order to keep
up with this advancement we need
an educated America. However, on
the education side of the ledger
there is a deficiency, hence there is
a need for improvement in our educational system. I can best sum up
this situation by quoting from Dr.
Benjamin

Fine, the Education

Edi-

occurences that can be found in any

tor of the New York Times. In his

one of our daily papers. Certainly,
there must be an answer to this
problem.

book

Many times I have heard that the
younger generation is inadequate. I
have also heard that the Democrats

caused all the wars and the Republicans were responsible for all the
depressions. ‘These statements are

nothing but wild generalizations,
products of uninformed minds.
Thoughtful

people,

however,

maintain that juvenile delinquency
is caused by an absence of parental

authority, by the wars and rumors
of wars or by an absence of religion
in the curriculum. All of these possible causes bear close scrutiny and
study but I would like to advance
a cause which in my opinion has
been sorely neglected, one which is
very important and one which can
be understood by the public and by
parents. That cause is the steady

Our

Children

are

Cheated,

he has this to say, “Our school plant
is disgracefully and woefully inadequate. Often there are fifty-eight to
sixty children crowded into rooms
built for thirty or thirty-five. Also,
our school plant is in large part
antiquated, dilapidated, unsanitary.
Our teachers have developed a grave
degree of discontent. The average
classroom teacher is paid about forty
dollars a week. In more than half
of our cities, the average teacher
earns less than the average truck
driver. Multitudes of teachers work
part-time at other jobs. Some are
dressmakers, waitresses, saleswomen,

filling-station attendants, ditchdiggers, bartenders. Many teachers feel
unappreciated. ‘They feel cut off

from the companionship and confidence of their fellow citizens.
Since 1940, more than 35,000 of
them have abandoned teaching.

decline of education in the com-

Nearly six thousand schools have
been closed for lack of teachers.

munity. That is my premise and
here is the evidence to support it.

Great numbers of unqualified, substandard teachers have had to be

November,
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hired. Millions of our children are
threatened with an inferior education.”

But
crimes

still people point to the
of the younger generation

accusing them that they have not
the character or courage to make
their generation a successful one. If
this be true then youth can level a
serious indictment against their elders who in their folly have not provided the teachers, the equipment
and the other requirements to give
the children an adequate education.
Imagine a college graduate who
has just spent at least two thousand
dollars and four years in attaining an
education. When he considers entering the teaching profession he
finds that he can make a better living in other walks of life. And this
occurs in a country where supposedly there is reward for ambition.
To give you just a small example
of what the teacher must face, allow
me to relate to you an incident that
occured recently. Two college graduates went to a small community,
interested in securing a teaching
position. After their interviews, they
stopped at a restaurant to discuss,

over a cup of coffee, what had occurred. The
G.L, said
fered me
a year and

first young man, a former
very dejectedly, “They ofnineteen hundred dollars
among my duties, was the

driving of the school bus.” The
other graduate paused for a moment
and

then

countered,

“Bob,

you
Page

al3

ways were smarter than I; they wanted me to fire the furnace.”
Now, that occurred in our state
of Ohio, one of the wealthiest states

in the Union, a state in the last
election that was bragged up by the
politicians to have a surplus of seventy million dollars in the state
treasury. It appears that there is
something else besides our antiquat-

ed roads that is in need of improveNow, these things should concern
all Americans, not merely those who
have children or grandchildren. I
suggest that one of the mistakes in
our educational system today is that

we have come to think of the school
as a thing apart from our daily lives.
The school is no longer as important a social and human center in the
community as it was in a simpler
day when the teacher was recognized
and respected as a community leader or a welcome guest in every home.
Are we forgetting that the home and
the school have to work together to
train our youth for an effective citi-

zenship that will impress upon their

minds
that robbing, destroying,
avenging is not expectéd of a citizen who has his fellowmen at heart.

Many Americans work hard to
provide in their homes every possible
comfort for their children.
They
safeguard their health, they strive to

set before them good examples of

moral living, of manners and deportment. Possibly they even pamper

them.

children

their children to schools of which
they know

but little.

Except

per-

haps, for attendance at a few formal
exercises, they never visit them and
take little interest in the character
and the welfare of the teachers to
whom they confide this great trust.
Do they realize that participation in

the school life of their children is a
privilege enjoyed only in democracies and that some day their children
may be called upon to give up their
lives for such a freedom.

By their actions they seem to an“At

home

our

child

is

the

most important thing upon this
earth, at school he’s just another
body in a tax supported institution.”

when

they,

without

sufficient values bring disgrace upon
them and their families.
‘Today, the children in school are
forming permanent attitudes toward
fundamental issues. They are de-

ideals which

will remain

THE

CHUBBY

RECTANGLE

*

*

@ His hair is the color of taffy —
a shade which would be referred to
in the same breath as peroxide if he
were a young lady. But Mike is not
a lady. He is a little fellow, too

young to care if he is referred to
as “Whitey.”
This little pitcher with big ears
has eyes and mouth to match. The
eyes never fail to see any food that

with them into and often through
adult life. These ideals will condition the role that they are to play
in their respective communities.
‘They have a choice between constructive, apathetic or destructive
citizenship. So you can readily see
that the teachers have a terrific re-

the mouth never tires of eating. The
eyes are so huge and round that they
give the impression that the boy is
all eyes. I know it is customary to

Yet, what have we done to make

chief, but with Mike the comparison
does not hold. His eyes may show

sponsibility to fulfill.

certain that the teachers know we
are with them and for them? Have
we invited our teachers into our
homes? Have we visited them in the
classrooms? Do we understand the
conditions under which they are
forced to work? Do we believe they

may be in sight; the ears never fail
to hear when

it is mentioned;

and

connect small boys’ eyes and mispleasure,

scorn,

and

baby

sorrows,

but at seventeen months he is still
too young

to reveal anything

but

innocence in his features.
Although the little fellow is round
and chubby, he gives the impression

are getting satisfactory pay, a pay on

of a walking rectangle. Usually stiff

which they in tur can raise their
children decently and send them
likewise to school? What have we
done to make certain that our teachers, through neglect, do not come
to look upon themselves as virtual
victims of our political and economic systems rather than as shining examples of its success in re-

and

formal

body

and

warding brains and effort? If we do
not convince

Yet, even carelessly, they commit

Page 4

their

velopng

ment.

swer,

I fear that too many parents are preoccupied with tasks of lesser meaning and that they have no time to
devote to their children’s education;
but these parents will condemn

them

of our respect

for their position and influence, how
can we expect them to exhibit the
same concern in educating children
for effective citieznship.
‘There are many facets to the problem of providing adequate education
for children in our schools, but what

we as individual citizens can do is

simple and immediate.
Through group and individual effort we can cooperate with the
teacher,

we

we can

have

convince him

a common

interest

that

and

common purpose, show him that we
are ready to provide him proper facilities in the exercise of his profes-

sion and to respect him as one of the
(Continued

on Page

20)

in his actions, even his

his

tottering

have

the

appearance of neat, square corners.
His shoulders are broad and wellsquared. His tee shirt and overalls

hang down like parallel sides.

His

grandfather says that the square little
feet, which are almost as broad as

long, prove that the little man has
a “good understanding.”
When

walking,

Mike’s

feet out-

line parallel sides. Frequently he
completes the square by falling at
right angles to the floor. After wail-

ing until he is picked up and loved,
he continues on his geometric
“feat.” With all the persistence of
a right angle, he will practice each
new
accomplishment.
Dropping
himself to the floor and then picking himself up has become quite an
amusing game. For one reason or
another,

he fails to see the humor

when the fall is not intentional.

Mike is as intricate and complicated as geometry. He is as captivating, intriguing, and lovable as the
beauties based upon it.
— THERESA

FRICKE.
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MARY

OUR

GUIDE,

IN

SOCIAL

LIFE

By John A. Gates
@ Our faith teaches us that in our
life at home,

at work,

or at recre-

ation we are aided by Mary. Mary
leads us to Jesus and gives us that
help to win patience and understanding. We know the need for a
beacon light. Pilots and passengers
know the great value of such a
light. Man in his science has been
unable to develop a plane that will
not get lost. The beacon is a beam
shining from the face of the earth;
a man-made star used by navigators

when

instruments

fail.

The light

shines skyward, giving guidance and

help to those who need it.
It takes little imagination to see
ourselves as the airplane and Mary
as the beacon. Man’s weakness is
such that he can not develop a perfect plane. He is imperfect himself,
often falling into sin and sometimes
being lost. With the aid of the
beacon, he too can right himself
just as the plane’s navigator righted
the plane. Mary, our guide, is that
beacon, showing us the way.
Mary gave us Jesus and she gives
us many graces. She gave herself to
the service of God and thus prepared herself to be an instrument in
the divine redemption. Mary was an
instrument, then, just as she is an
instrument now. Jesus opened the
gates of heaven and Mary’s place is
to guide the elect to those gates.
Her beam of light is constantly seeking to aid those in distress and it is
quickly dispensed to those seeking
her aid. As the airplane is kept in

ways. We

see in the Gospel that

Jesus and Mary are inseparable in
Christ’s mysteries. When the angel
announced the birth of the Savior
in the cave of Bethlehem, the shepherds came and found “Mary . .
and the Infant.” It is Mary who
presents Jesus in the Temple as a
prelude to the Sacrifice of Calvary.
The life at Nazareth, as I have just
said, is lived under Mary’s authority.

It is at her request that Jesus, at the
beginning of his public life, performs His
Jesus spoke
pleased His
our parents,

them?

first miracle at Cana.
of doing the things that
mother. In our love for
should we merely obey

Indeed not! If our love is

genuine, we should do kind things
for them, volunteer our services, sactifice ourselves,

our

time,

and

our

possessions for their benefit.
The relationship between Jesus
and His mother was not merely a

physical union. With her heart and

her soul she entered into the myster-

ies of her Son. St. Luke tells us that
the Mother of Jesus kept all the
words of her Son, “pondering them
in her

heart.”

So

also,

should

our

of Jesus, Mary,

and Joseph.

We

should try to think how they lived

in the home and follow this the best
we can. As a child, Jesus was subject
to

His

parents,

November,
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obeying

them

al-

As the Mother

of God,

she

as the Mother of the Son of God,
the Mother of our Brother, is our

Mother, too. We have but to seek
her aid for pursuing a better social

life and our wish will be granted.
Mary knows how we strive to love

our natural parents above a simple
love and guides us in our aim. We
can practice patience by doing the
things that our parents want us to
do and not losing our temper. Patience! How we need it in the home!
The boys have come over to play
cards or perhaps the girls have been
invited in for a party. Little brother,
the scourge of all lives, just won’t

keep out of the way. Would not we

like to tan him? Perhaps Jane has
Johnny over for a quiet evening
watching television. Again, junior
makes himself felt. Either he is old
or or gab about how the new hotrod is shaping up, or he is young
enough to demand and win the

right to see Hopalong Cassidy on
the set. Uncontrolled

temper here

could lead to dire results. It’s bad

enough to have the little pest hanging around, but why Hopalong Cassidy, too?

the proper air-lanes by the beacon,

By social living we mean the com-

them.

has but to seek something-anythingfrom her Divine Son and it is hers.
Remember that the relationship of
Mother and Son, Mary and Jesus,
was one of perfect love; one could
not refuse the other anything. Mary,

enough to talk sports with the visit-

sO we are kept in our proper lanes
on the road to salvation by Mary’s
assistance.
ing together of two or more human
beings. The social life in our home
can be compared with the homelife

be without supernatural aid. Here is
where Mary enters our life. Mary
herself cannot give us these gifts—
they can be only God-given. She is,
however, our instrument for getting

Little brothers aren’t always the
cause of flaring tempers and mislives be entrusted to the Blessed
Mother. Our all should be devoted

to her, and she will guide us as she
did her Son. If this devotion is
present, she will keep all our words,

“pondering them in her heart.”

Patience and charity are key virtues in the home

and

these can not

understandings in the family. Moth-

er checks

us

meet

gang

sometimes,

too.

Per-

haps we are about to run off to
the

when

she

realizes

bread is needed for dinner, or per-

haps, the Jones girl as a date is out

of the question. Mother just can’t

imagine that we have our social life
to live. And then there is dad. Dad
Page 5

always liked to tease. He’ll balk at
handing out money or the keys to
the car until we are ready to revolt.
Maybe he goes further and absolutely refuses to give us the car to use
at night simply because he doesn’t
want the car out at night. Maybe

his excuse will be that there are

already too many crazy, young kids
on the road at night. And then we
have the biggest family problem of
all: ourselves! How many times have
we teased

Mother,

Dad,

or Junior?

We probably can’t begin to count
them.

Charity fundamentally implies a
disposition to love all men

as bro-

thers.

use,

In

more

modern

it

stresses benevolence and good will
especially as it reveals itself, not only
in giving generously, but also in
broad understanding of others and

in kindly tolerance; as, “with malice

toward none, with charity for all.”
Charityin the home means going
out of the way to do even the smallest of deeds. It means going to the
corner to get bread—and doing
things that we do not like to do. All
these are small, but all are stepping
stones toward heaven. Of course we
often overlook the small things and
wait to do some big charitable act.
But

remember,

that

he who

waits

to do a great deal of good at once,
may not do much.
We should pray to Mary that we
may have this great vritue of charity. Proof of this greatness can be
found in scripture—““Though I have
all faith. so that I could move mountains,

and

have

not

charity

I am

nothing.” Charity is a habit. It does
not grow overnight. We must practice this virtue till it is part of us.
Where is a better place to start
than in the home. Many people
have said that charity begins at
home. It also can end there. Charity

ON

TO

ST.

PAUL

By Bill Hallerman and Jim Cosimati

@ This past summer saw many of
us journeying to different parts of
the country in search of rest and relaxation before returning to the
grind of studies. We, as representatives of the University of Dayton,
spent our week’s vacation on an
educational
adventure
into
the
“Land

of 10,000

Lakes.”

It was

the College of St. Thomas
Paul,

Minnesota,

that

at

in St.

we

were

privileged to attend the Eighth National Federation of Catholic Col-

lege Students’ Congress, as delegates
from the University of Dayton.
There

we

saw the plan

for the

coming scholastic year formulated.
From the first commission meeting
until the final plenary session the
representatives of the different Catholic colleges and universities put
forth their ideas and suggestions,
keeping always in mind the interests
and welfare of their individual institutions.
We realized very clearly now, how
the NFCCS exists on the campus
level, and proceeds on upward
through the regional to the national
level. We remembered what we had
been told about the NFCCS in
other years. We remembered how
we had heard that the national unit

is composed of twenty regional units
in the different geographical areas

of the United States. Each regional
unit, in turn is comprised

of the

different colleges within the region.

In such an organization the election of officers can determine the
success or failure of its undertaking.
On the last day of the congress we

saw that the functioning of the or-

ganization would be carried on by
the newly-elected officers. Each vot-

ing delegate knew that the success

or failure of the federation depends
on good officers. After two hours of
campaign
speeches, acceptance
speeches, voting, the counting and
recounting of votes the Eighth Na-

tional Congress could go on record
as having a newly elected group of

national

officers.

Those

elected

were: national president, national
vice-president in charge of the fourteen commissions, vice-president in

charge of social action, and vice-president of international affairs.
The job of these national officers
is to assist and to advise the national
commission

chairmen, who

in turn

advise the regional chairman of
that particular commission. The regional chairman keeps in touch with

the various schools in his region by
correspondence and by regional
council meetings held twice or more
a year. After the regional head has
advised that particular campus or-

ganization the latter is ready to undertake the
designed.

work

for which

it is

For example, the University of
Dayton has the regional commission
(Continued on Page 21)

in the home makes for a peaceful

home—a loving home. If we have
been slow in this practice, let us
begin over. It will make us feel like

a new person and our reward will
be accordingly.

All these family problems can be
lightened

and

more

easily

under-

Hail

Mary,

or a quicker

stood if we use Mary as a guide.

A

quick

(Continued

Page 6

on Page 20)
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THE

CHENILLE

CATACLYSM

By Roger Keith

© Webster defines chenille as “a

tufted cord, used for embroidery,
fringes, etc.; also, a fabric made with

a filling of this cord.” I have another
name for the fuzzy substance, but
why all the fuss over a little cloth?
Here’s how it all started.

While walking through a depart-

ment store last spring, I happened
to find myself lost in the blanket
department,

without compass, map,

or boy scout. I would have been
content to remain there, hemmed in
by sheets and pillowcases until a
searching party found me, except for
the fact that I had forgotten to bring
a change of shoelaces with me. This
left me only one course of action:
to try to reach the safety of the
escalator before nightfall.
I ran this way and that, attempting to leave the blanket department,
but my every move was blocked by
a group of signs, which read CHENILLE SPREADS. There seemed
to be hundreds of the signs closing
in on me. Finally, just as I was losing
all hope of ever seeing non-fluorescent light again, I glimpsed a face!
Another human being in this linen
jungle! Soon I found my way out of
the store and once again paced the
sidewalks, a free man, with no after
effects that a few years in a rest
home couldn’t cure.
When

a few

days

had

elapsed

since my escapade, I thought that

the incident had passed completely

from my mind, but something kept

popping up again and again from
my subconscious self. Those signs in

the blanket department; those hid-

eous

signs!

Over

and

over in my

mind, in bold red letters, two words

were

imprinted:

Chenille Spreads.
The seed of a thought was firmly
planted, and it grew into an idea as
staunch as a mighty oak. Like its
real-life counterpart, this cerebral
tree had squirrels in it, too, and it
was probably one of these squirrels
which sent me on a tangent line of
thought. The next time I was conNovember,
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scious

of

the

words

“chenille

spreads,” something made me question, “It does?”

“Certainly chenille spreads! You
ought to know that it does,” I answered myself, in my best imitation
of Lowell Thomas.
Suddenly the realization hit me.
This was the weapon more power-

ful than the atom bomb and the
hot-foot combined. One small chen-

ille coverlet would spread until entire nations were engulfed in the
furry menace. Imagine, if you will,
a velveted Kremlin, or a deep-pile,
broadloom Empire State Building.
‘The capabilities of this new instrument of warfare are terrifying; I
think that even Captain Video
would blink twice at a creeping
pseudopod of undulating chenille on
his spaceship.
The next day my room was voted
“Best Fortified This Side of the
_ Sprinfield Armory” by an impartial
jury. Muskets, maces, and_battleaxes adorned the walls; the piece
d’occasion was a seventy-five millimeter recoilless rifle, aimed at a gen-

erous portion

of Swiss cheese.

(I

reasoned that if I were enemy chenille, having finished a long trip from
the country of the foe, I would be
hungry, and since I am extremely
fond of Swiss cheese, this was chosen

as the logical
trap. )
I waited

and

bait

for a chenille

waited,

but

not so

much as one wisp of the menace

had the temerity to play the part
of vis-a-vis to the trap which had
been so carefully laid, or even to
send terms for working out a ceasefire agreement in some neutral zone.
Soon the muskets in my room became

coated

with

dust,

but

the

maces were buried under six issues
of the weekly activities bulletin before the trusty Swiss cheese took on
the color and odor of Roquefort.
The plan to outwit the chenille had
failed.

Today, as I look back over the
whole affair, it seems a bit silly, although it was an exciting episode.
I have even rid myself of the bad
habit of going into a tantrum at the
sight of Angora wool, but for the
first salesman who tries to make me
buy a chenille bedspread, there is
a soft spot in my heart—and a
blackjack in my safety-deposit box.

AMERICA’S

CHALLENGE

@ We Americans have passed
through two of the worst conflicts
- that have ever confronted the world.

We can proudly say that these two
tests have made America the leading
nation of the world.

Now that leadership is our responsibility. What is this leadership—
this responsibility? It is that we

Americans share with all our fellowmen the God-given right of freedom.
This responsibility on our part
(given by God) is being challenged
by the bloody, misled Communists
of Stalin. The Communists challenge our inalienable rights of freedom by their false doctrine of Marxism. Will we Americans meet this
challenge? We Americans can and
must. So one can be assured that
America will!
What will we use for weapons?
‘The answer is very simple. Of the
numerous means at our disposal, we
shall mention only three. First, we
must heed the warnings given by
Our Heavenly Mother at Fatima in
1917: prayer and penance. Secondly,
we must manifest a greater charity
toward one another. Thirdly, we
must strive daily to be sincere,
simple in our dealings, our negotiations with the enemy.
This challenge can be met headon, because

we Americans

have al-

ways shown that constant determination and fairness which have and
will always make America revered
and followed by the world. Bravely
and continually we Americans must
use the above-mentioned weapons
and only then we will be a real
leader among all nations.
—Ltioyp

Miso.
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THE

BAREFOOT

FULLBACK

the end zone. He came trotting back
to me.

“Look,
By Jack Rice

@ I’ve coached a long time in this
place. I used to coach a little college
in the Southern League. You know

linemen could get a rough idea of
what the game of football was all
about. Up came Bix.

what I mean, one where the football

“Let Willy throw some,” he said.

stadium is bigger than the campus.
The boy I remember best was
Willy Lomax. You wouldn’t exactly

call him a hero, but he liked to play
football. Besides, he was willing to
play for peanuts. We had a budget
to meet.

“What?” I said. I figured that I
was punchy, like everybody predicted ever since the time in twenty-

four when I blocked a kick with my
head.
*‘T said you
throw some.”

should

let

Willy

away about this boy he found on
the beach.

I was shopping for a new line coach
anyhow—one that didn’t have crazy

“Sounds good, Bix. Get him out
for spring practice if you can.”

“Okay,”

I said,

“he

sure

can’t

ideas about school-boy football playess:
Bix set up the offense on the
twenty. We had one pass play where
everybody tore downfield as hard as

Bix got Willy out for spring practice. If Willy was a natural athlete,
I was Maysie, the queen of burleyque. When Willy walked he was all
I told Bix to get Willy out with
the backs, who were doing wind
sprints. We sent the whole bunch
up and down the field a couple
ing to run out into the street and
give all his money away. Nope.
Willy

stuck

his

elbows

out

at

right angles to his body like he was
going down the runway and was already three minutes late with the
mail. His knees were working somewhere down around his ankles. Bix
can walk faster than that on his
hands, and Bix has a gut that would
shame a cow.
One thing was sure. As big and
awkward as Willy was, we couldn’t
use him in the line. If a fair-sized
guard just busted him once, we'd
pick Willy up with a postage stamp.
One day we ran pass patterns so
Page 8

he could go, the linemen blocked
where they could, and heaven help
the poor passer. Bix called it for the
first play. The center snapped the
ball. ‘The backs and ends left like

the five o’clock whistle just blew.
And there was Willy all by his lone-

some

my

don’t need me.”
“Shut

up, dumbhead,

or turn

in

your social security card. We got to
have somebody can run a hundred
and ten yards and still catch a pass.
If he’s gonna throw ’em, you're
gonna run after ’em.”
I know a good thing when I see

in a blue cloud with pink fireworks.
tract on the spot, just to protect his
amateur standing, of course.
Bix and I fixed a deal with Paul
Chesler,

in the backfield, palming a

hunk of goatskin filled with air.
Willy wound up and let the ball
go. Malloy, my scatback, was resting
comfortably in the shadow of the
far goalposts. The ball went out sort
of flat. Then it started to rise. It
rose and rose. Malloy started to back
up. Finally he turned around and
started to run. When he caught the
ball he was a good ten yards beyond

the

head

of

the

Booster

Club, so that Willy could work in
one of Chester’s factories during the

summer.
At the end of summer, when

the

rest of the team reported, they looked as bad as usual. But for the first
time in my coaching career I could
walk by the Dean’s office instead of
sneaking back of the dorm.
We

elbows and feet.

times. Maybe this Willy character
could run. Maybe a rich man is go-

waste

I signed Willy to a four-year con-

throw any worse than he can run.”

to see this kid
other sand rats
twenty yards.
yet!”

why

it, even if it does have to come down

Bix, my line coach, dug him up
one year. Bix came back from his
vacation and buttonholed me right

“Boy, you ought
run! He left those
behind by a good
And in his bare feet

coach,

time? I got a four-year-old brother
home we can sit in the grandstand
and catch those feather passes all
day. For powder puff passes you

built

the

team,

the

plays,

everything around Willy. I worked
out a shift from the T to the double
wing. Bix dug up some old double
wing plays like we used to use in
my high school days. In a double
wing, you have a quarterback, two
wingbacks, and a fullback—which
was Willy. A wingback has maybe
six or eight steps on a regular T halfback when it comes to getting down
field. That’s what we wanted—men
to get downfield and fast.
Every coach looks for the first
game of the season—then he looks
for the last game.
The first game that season was
really a gasser. Mid-Western’s coach
was a pot-bellied young man who
used to play the opposing quarter
down in the Conference. All he had
was orthodox T stuff, but he figured
to take the game in a walk.
Mid-Western won

the toss. ‘They

elected to kick. They figured they’d
The Exponent
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get us back in a hole and take the

ball away from us. I started a sophomore fullback. There wasn’t any
sense in getting Willy smeared on
the kick.

The team lined up to receive the
kick. It was one of those rolling
kinds that play heck with the running interference. Every back was
wide open. Malloy, our scatback,
finally stopped the ball. He lugged it
up to the fifteen before he was
dropped.
I sent Willy and the quarterback
in. The quarter called an off-tackle
slant to the nght. We got five yards
before the halfback was dumped.
The team ran the same play to the
left. The halfback got all the way
up to the line of scrimmage before
the enemy line snowed him under.
It was third down and we were on
our own

twenty.

Our team huddled. Willy had to

start backing up before the huddle
broke because he ran so slow. MidWestern backs had it figured for a
kick. Willy was back a good ten
yards now and in position. MidWestern’s coach started signaling to
his backs, kicking his foot up in the
air. The Mid-Western offensive platoon hopped off the bench and started warming up.

A

By Joseph M. Hamer
@ Master Kent Melville blew the

hotheads. Oh well, they'll learn their

cornered

lesson.”

hat and bolted the door.

He strolled through the streets of
Boston smiling at the passers-by as
they made their way back to their
homes.
“They have a very concerned look
upon their countenances,” he mused. “And that they should have. If
they hadn’t pulled that trick in the
harbor that night none of this
trouble would be upon us. Rebels,
that’s what they are. To think that
they expected the crown to allow
such a thing to be tolerated.”
Rounding the corner and passing
Faneuil Hall he came upon a group
of men who gave him an icy stare.

“Hmph,

there’s

a lot of them

now. Look at them. Hmph, yes they
know my way of thinking. They
know I’m not one to be wheedled
into that democracy business. They
tried to show their power and what
has it brought. The harbors have
been closed and the fools have to
make restitution to the crown. The
Massachusetts charter has been an-

Master Kent Melville directed his
steps at a faster pace beyond the old
state house for it was turning dusk
and his quite protruding paunch was
craving for its victuals.
“IT

say,

Master

you been, sir.” It was James, the
cockney bookkeeper for the Massachusetts Bay Company.
“’Aven’t
been around the establishment lately, ave you? Thought you might ’ave

been ill.”
“Oh,

I

haven’t

They shifted

into the double wing. It fooled nobody. It was not meant to—at the
moment.

“Yes, tis a bad business, sir,” said

he. ’Ave you noticed *ow there’s
been a peculiar air about the city
today. ‘Things ’as been too calm —
like something was going to chappen.

2?

“No,

I

haven’t

noticed

said thoughtfully and

**

When the wingbacks went out,
the linebackers had to go out
with them or leave them open. The

then

it,”

he

burst

*

3K

The honorable Master Melville
pushed his chair from the table,
grunted, took up his pipe and re-

backs were already out of position in

tired to the sitting room.

order to receive the kick. That left

About half-past nine he suddenly

a nice open spot right back of the

remembered that he had forgotten

line of scrimmage.

to shut the back window in his shop.
“Awch, I hate to be getting dress-

coach saw all this

just as the ball was snapped. If one

ed and

going back

down

to the

establishment but it must be done

22)
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well,

“Awch, be off with you, lad. I'll
stop by in the morning to see Mr.
Tully. Right now, I have a craving
for a good home cooked meal and
a mug of ale. Goodnight.”
“Aye, Sir, and I hope it is a good
night for you, sir.”

The team lined up in the T with

on Page

too

“Well, I don’t know,” replied the
still doubtful James.

life.

(Continued

been

James, my boy. I haven’t had any
need to do any business with the
harbor closed and all that.”

to last it for a while.”

tically had a gloss on it. You never
saw a bigger bunch of hams in your

Mid-Western’s

Melville” — he

heard a voice and started. “ow ’ave

forth, “Ah you’ve a suspicious mind,
my
boy. What
could happen.
Enough has happened to this town

rubbed his bald spot until it prac-

November,

nulled and it is just because of these

last candle out, adjusted his three-

Just to make things look good, I
had my defensive platoon going
through the motions of warming up.
J waved my arms and yelled and Bix

Willy’s spot vacant.

NOTION

by

the

writer

(Continued

on Page 21)
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@ My first recollection of Patrick

ment?

the middle of the street. A split
second later I remember a car speeding toward us, then the impact. I
was awfully sick for awhile, but

afterward

I got to know

Patrick

better.
Upon release from the hospital
I hopped a cab to the street where
we first met, hoping to see him
again. He was the most beautiful
Irish Setter I’ve ever seen. But you
ask how I know his name? It’s
simple—he told me. Clambering out

of the cab I headed down the street
looking around when

all of a sud-

den I heard someone speak.
“Gad,

tering.”
pers—I

you

certainly took a bat-

mean

dog I was searching

It was

Patrick,

the

very

for. Evidently he noticed my bandages. Now I knew
talked. Just imagine,
I felt like grabbing
maybe his owner

for certain he
a talking dog.
him but then
was watching.

Surely he knew. the dog could talk.

“How do you feel?” he asked solicitously.
“Not too bad,” I answered.

The street was practically deserted
except for the cab driver waiting

beside his car a block away. There
was just one chance and I intended
to take it. But how could I swing it?
“Patrick, my name is Harold Collins and I’m anterested in you;
what do you say we take a ride

dog kingdom or whatever it’s called.
Did all animals know of this move-

Patrick

is that I paused to pat him while in

By Jerry Moore

“Patrick,” I said sternly, “where
did you pick this stuff up?”
it all,”

“T really shouldn’t tell, but I met
a cute French Poodle several years

one by one. Several times I heard

ago and she set me straight on ideology. Then I started reading all I
could and decided it wasn’t such a
bad idea. Ah, the workers’ and dogs’
paradise, Mother Russia,” he said,
sighing at the end.

confess

I don’t

understand

I retorted blushingly. He jumped up
to the chair by the shelf for a closer
look and carefully scrutinized them
him “Hmmm,”

in a serious mien.

“But you have nothing by Marx,
Nietzsche or Lenin.”
“Of course not. What do you
think I am, a Communist or Leftist, or something?” Of all the nerve,
not being satisfied with Tolstoy,
Homer,

Plutarch

and

the like.

“Friend, I’d like to talk to you,”
he said, looking me squarely in the
eye. I was getting madder by the
minute thinking of what he said.
“Patrick,
“T

?

are you
as

refuse

grounds

to

a Communist?”
answer

on

the

. . .”

“Don’t gimme any of that baloney, just answer me!”
“T don’t see what this has to do
with our friendship—”

“Do you believe in the overthrow
of the government?”
“Ves

a

“Why?”

room carefully, especially the shelf
where I keep my books.

“Where else did you find out this
trash you’re handing out,” I queried,
anxious to turn in all of these unpatriotic flea-carriers.
“One Saturday

night about

six

months ago a Russian Wolfhound
lectured us on the wonders of life
in Russia,” he said.

With that he flipped a few pages
of Tolstoy’s War

and Peace, read-

ing carefully. I arose and walked to
the window in order to think of
what I could do. I had a talking dog
for sure; but not only that, a Communist talking dog. Well, I guess
anything’s possible these days. Let
me see, I thought; I could find out
who’s behind this nefarious plot and
turn him in to the Federal Authorities. Nope, someone might think
I’m nuts.
he said,
at me
thought.
Tolstoy,

rolling over and peering up
to interrupt my train of
“We were told not to read
but I like it and I'd like

to borrow it.”
“Why don’t you stay with me if
you like and read all you want,” I
said, adding that I’d be very happy

to accommodate him and hear about
four-legged Communism.
Illustration

by

the writer

“To make the world a_ better
place for us poor dogs to live in.

“Well, this is surely a surprise. It
does my heart good to see so many

To see people happy and well fed
and the workers of the world un-

of the great works gracing your book
case,” he said approvingly.

oppressed,” he said with the voice
of a martyr.

“Tt’s not much but I try to read
the best, although sometimes I must

I was in a quandary. Now how
could this menace descend to the

Page 10

“Well, no.”

“This isn’t bad reading at all,”

around town,” I asked nonchalantly.
“Suits me, Mr. Collins, or may I
call you Harold,” he said. We strolled down the block to the cab and
got in. I told the driver my address
and settled back with my new pet.
I] wanted to get Patrick to my apartment and chat with him to make
sure it wasn’t a dream. We climbed
the stairs to the second floor and
opened the door. He studied the

“Have you ever been to Russia?”

He seemed to go for the idea and
since it was now getting late I fixed
him a bed, gave him something to

eat and turned in myself. I decided
to work on him the next day and
find out all, maybe

straighten

him

out in his thinking. I could hardly
sleep

for

worrying

could do. My

about

what

I

country’s life was at
The Exponent

stake with man’s good friend going

off half-cocked, politically. Visions

NEVER

ENOUGH

FOR

MARY

of Stalin and Molotov with big floppy ears danced through my head

giving me a restless night.

By Tom

Donohue

“Good morning, Harold, did you

sleep well?” he asked, sitting on his
haunches at the foot of the bed. He
appeared wide awake and ready to
be about his business.
“Afraid I didn’t sleep too well,”
! answered groggily. “What’s on
your mind?”
“Td like to take a walk—morning
stroll’s a must with me,” he said
sprightly.
My coffee and cigarette taken care
of and some tea for him, we headed

for the park to sit in the sun. I still

felt weak from the accident and
couldn’t work so this would be the
way to spend my time until ready
to go back. Patrick lolled on the
other side of the bench, watching
children at play, and the world, so
to speak, go by. I resolved to say
nothing regarding political beliefs
until he spoke first.
“Sometimes I wonder about Communism, Harold. It has good aims
but it tries to accomplish them in
peculiar ways. Take food for instance. I find or cadge a bone and
immediately I have to split it about
ninety ways. As a result I don’t
hunt them anymore. Or say that
some of us have our little territory
in the park. The “C.C.”—I mean
the Canine Commissar tells us that
it has to be for everyone. But then
the “C.C.” and his pals get our

ground and keep it. It doesn’t seem
right to me.”

“Now it sounds like you're getting some

sense,”

I said, and

seized with a sudden

rejoined,

“Patrick,

then

inspiration

have

you

I

ever

read the Declaration of Independence or the Gettysburg Address?”
“What

@ In an effort to stimulate more
interest in Mary, the Mother of
God, the Mariology Club sponsors
a writing contest. Since the University of Dayton is dedicated in a special way to Our Lady, the idea of
this contest seems very appropriate.
Here is an opportunity to put into
words the love of the Mother of the
Divine Word.
An objection might be raised on
the basis of a lack of writing ability
on the part of the individual student. Although composition will be
considered by the judges, it will not
be the only factor. Often in the past,

a simple article, inspired by a personal love for Christ and His Mother, has won acclaim. We are all sons
and daughters of Mary. We all have
our own thoughts, loving considerations for this Queen of Heaven.
As Catholic College Students we
are being trained in Catholic expression. This endeavor presented by

the Mariology Club offers a grand

opportunity to bring forth that expression in writing.
A response to the announcement
of the contest might easily be indicative of the interest in Mary present
on the Campus. If more secular
activities can stimulate rousing interests, surely such a noble project
as the Marian Writing Contest is
worthy of consideration.
College queens are deserving of
publicity. Mary is the Queen of
queens. Will U.D. students be
found lacking in interest and enthusiasm in this chance to write of
Mary, the Queen of Heaven?

we're going to the liAe
*

,
*

*

“I’m sorry, but we don’t allow
dogs in our library,” the young lady
said in a reproachful manner.
(Continued on Page 21)
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thought-provoking portals to the real
worth of Mary. As the poet so beautifully wrote, Mary is “our tainted

nature’s solitary boast.”

Jesus loves those who love His
Mother. Just as we pray vocally to
Jesus, through Mary, so too, we can

write to Jesus of Mary.
Two

statutes

of

Our

Blessed

Mother are being offered—one for
the best poem, one for the best
essay. A metal plaque with appropriate inscription is attached to each

statue. These prizes will be placed
on display in the Arcade.
Please Our Lord by Writing of
His Mother! Enter the Contest!
Rules:

1. All full-time day students of the |
University
Mariology
eligible.
2. Contest

of Dayton, except
Club members, are
opens

on

November

2

and closes on December 2. All
entries must be submitted to the

Marian

Library

6:00 P.M.

not

later

than

on December 2.

3. Entries must be typewritten on
82" x 11” paper. Two entries in

the poetry contest and two in the
essay contest are permitted each
contestant.

4. Poem and essay must be about
5. The poem must not exceed 24
lines. The essay must not exceed
500 words.

brary, and right now!”
(RSet

Age. Such titles and expressions are

the Blessed Virgin Mary.

are they?”

“C’mon,

dressed. So too, in Our Heavenly
Mother one can show enthusiasm in
writing of the titles and expressions
concerning Mary in this Our Lady’s

We

are all proud of our mothers.
We find no lack of words when describing their attributes. The average
son or daughter knows well the ways
by which his or her mother is ad-

6. Entries will be judged by professors in the English Department
of the University.
7. Winners will be announced on
December 8, The Feast of The

Immaculate Conception.
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CATHOLIC

AND

LAVERY

EMMET

By Adolf M.

e@ “We

must live what we think,

and then, and only then, can we
achieve success” — this is the motto

—the

guiding beacon

of Emmet

Lavery’s life!
Perhaps

this would

lead

to dis-

aster as it does with some who conveniently toss the Commandments
and all moral restraint to the winds,
and pronounce faith the sole requirement for salvation. Again, Stalin

and

his

communist

followers,

who have glorified the state to the
detriment of the common people,
forcibly demonstrate today a road

to disaster. We will not deny that
these men lived what they thought.

What then, would justify such a

Windisch

did he absorb their spirit that many
critics found it hard to believe this
was the work of a layman. Its success in New York, Philadelphia and
other large cities, worked havoc with
the producers who believed only a
strict comedy or a risque production
would fill their theatres and keep
playgoers standing in line for hours.
Lavery’s successful portraiture of
religious life was again in evidence
in his later “Bro. Petroc’s Return,”

with its sparkling message of faith
and love.
In “Second Spring,” Lavery
brought the depth of character, the
sincerity and the mental struggle of
the lovable Cardinal Newman into

motto as Emmett Lavery proposed
as one of the dynamic forces in his

focus.

trained logician, the answer must
be—think correctly. Emmet Lavery
found, as so many of our great think-

and anchored safely with him in the

life? Simply, and from even the un-

ers have

found,

that this could

be

done by rooting his thoughts in first
principles.
He scripturally and intelligently
posited the existence of an infinite
God upon whom all creatures depended and to whom all creatures

must return. He pursued this conviction to its logical conclusion: that
if such an omnipotent Being existed,
man’s whole body and soul must

strive to serve this Being in their
fullest capacities.
With

these

thoughts

surging

through his brain, he strove to
quench the thirst of his pen by
filling it with the ink of religious
drama. For his initial play, entitled
“The First Legion,” he aptly selected religious life. He was permitted
to penetrate the inner sanctum of
a Jesuit community and learn, as
only an eye witness can, of the unlimited joy, the Christ-like charity
and the human trials that are so
much a part of the lives of the men,
consecrated to God, who voluntarily
live a community life. So perfectly
Page 12

He portrayed the Cardinal’s

dissatisfaction

with

Anglicanism,

tossed with him on the sea of doubt
perfect harbor of Catholicism. ‘This
panorama of Cardinal Newman’s
life left scarcely a tearless eve in its
many audiences and sent many away
searching for the same truth!
By establishing and becoming
President of the Catholic Theatre
Conference and through his position as Assistant Director of the
Bureau of Theatre Research at Vassar, Fmmet Lavery became the hub

of present-day Catholic plays and
playwrights.

Other pearls on Lavery’s string of
stage hits are: “Monsignor’s Hour,”
“Brief Music,” “Kamiano,” “Murder

in a Nunnery,” “The Gentleman
from Athens,” and “Song at the
Scaffold.” Yet Emmet Lavery did
not stop here but went on to produce scripts for the film industry.
Some of his better known screenplays include “Hitler’s Children”
and “Behind the Rising Sun,” which
were war accounts, “Guilty of Treason” (1950) which related the trial
of Cardinal Mindszenty, and “Magnificent Yankee” (1951), the story
of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.
As

a practical

DRAMA

idea

in

modern

theatre, the Catholic Theatre Conference, which he founded, is an in-

ciedible success. It has achieved
what all other theatres have tried to
accomplish:
that of a national
theatre with regional emphasis, not

centrally located, but taking in the
whole span of American life. We
realize that the theatre at its best
is a single entity which enjoys the
active collaboration of the professional and the non- professional
craftsman. To that entity, we as
Catholics, bring a philosophy of life
which enriches and invigorates all
theatrical productions.
And the object of all this? To
develop a few more playwrights, a

few more actors, a few more design-

ers, a few more stage- and moviegoers? NO! The object first and last
is to develop human beings on both
sides of the footlights, on both sides
of the picture screen. Today, when
community morale is a matter of
such immediate concern to each of
us, the theatre
— and especially the
Catholic Theatre—is increasingly
important, for theatre can shape
character and it can hold it.
Thus we see that we owe Emmet
Lavery a debt of gratitude and it is
a threefold one: 1) For bringing
about a better understanding and

closer relationship between

society

and the Church, thus deepening and
broadening the pattern of American

life; 2) By continuing the thousandyear-old tradition of the Catholic
Theatre
— that of filling man’s leisure time with wholesome and educative recreation; and 3) By contributing to society some of the best
dramas of the 20th century!
Emmet Lavery’s insight quickly
penetrated the American mind. His
conclusion? All principles of life, all
desire for truth, all love of God are
found not only in church, but in
other places. His solution? Let
theatrical

productions,

not

replace,

but complement the work of Christ,
His Apostles and their successors!
The Exponent

THE

WITCHES

RIDE

dren dressing in their Halloween
costumes and begging from door to
door may have its origin in this
Muck Olla procession in Ireland.

By Henry Long
@ Did you ever stop to consider
the origin of some of our customs
like shooting fire-crackers on the
fourth of July, eating turkey on

Thanksgiving or celebrating Hallo-

ween? We are somewhat late in
this article for Halloween but it is

very interesting to learn how the

people of this country started this
weird way of keeping the eve of All
Saints. In the Church the thirtyfirst of October is a day of fast and

abstinence and the first of Novem-

ber is a day of obligation when
Catholics are required to go to Mass.
Why all this roistering hilarity, the
ringing of door bells and the begging
by children? Such customs are not
found in the Latin countries; they
have come down to us via the Irish
and the Scots from the old Druidical days.
The Druids started as an order in
Gaul in the second century before
Christ. By that time the people of
Gaul knew some of the Greek ways

and the order may have been form-

ed on some Greek mystery religions.
These Druid rites included primitive
and savage rites that could more

These
rites survived
down
through the years in an attenuated
form. Black cats were put in cages
and burned alive because the people
thought cats were the familiars of
the witches or even the witches
themselves. As late as 400 A.D.
horses were sacrificed in Britain on
the feast of Samhain. Bede tells us
in his Ecclesiastical History of the
English Nation that oxen were sacrificed on Hallowmas by the Christians in the temples which they took
over from the Pagans for their
houses of worship.
We find a survival of these ancient rituals in Ireland where in
some parts Halloween is still called
Oidhche Shamna, the Vigil of Samhain. In one section the rustics paraded through the country begging
in the name of Muck

Olla, a name

that

perversion

might

be

the

some Druid God.

of

The procession

was led by a man wearing a horsehead mask and called Lair Bhan

(white Mare). This may hark back
to the sacrifice of white horses to

en after they had expiated their sins

_by being confined to the bodies of
lower animals. Horses and human

sacrifices were offered to the Sun
God. The human victims destined
for the sacrifice were often criminals
selected for the occasion and were
placed in cages of wicker or thatch
to be roasted alive. This barbarous
practice was stopped by the Romans
after they conquered Britain.
November,

1951

The Egyptians kept a Day of the
Dead at the time of the winter

solstice when food was spread for
the spirits and lighted lamps were
fastened outside of the houses so
that the spirits would not lose their
way. In Greece the festival of the
dead was observed in February as
the Feast of the Pots because pots
of food were left outside the houses
for the spirits. They put pitch on

the docrpost to keep the spirits from
entering their houses and they lock-

ed all the temple doors that the
ghosts would not linger in the
temples. The Romans called their
feast of the dead Feralia and they

than satisfy the Halloween thrill. In

the Druidical calendar the first of
November was the Celtic New
Year, the day which closed the
growing season and began the winter, the day which called the people’s attention to their duty of
thanking the Sun God for the
harvest. On this day, too, Samhain,
the Lord of the Dead, was thought
to assemble the souls of those who
had died during the previous year
and release them to the Druid heav-

The Church has always found it
useful to take some of the Pagan
feasts and give them a Christian significance. The first of November
was already linked in the mind of
the people with the dead and it
was reasonable that this day could
be used to honor the saints in heayen and pray for the souls in purgatory. In 834 Pope Gregory IV declared that All Saints day should be
celebrated in all the churches. The
feast of All Soul’s day was originated by an Abbot of Cluny in the
eleventh century and by the thirteenth century its celebration was
practically universal.

visited the cemeteries,

adorned

the

graves and left food for the spirits.
In medieval days people would walk
the streets ringing a bell and asking
for prayers for the souls in purgatory. In London the church bells

would toll all day until Queen Elizabeth stopped what she said was
popish
the Sun God on the feast of Samhain. A group of young men with
bugles trooped after the Lair Bhan,
and they would stop at the farmhouses along the road to tell the
master of the farm that his prosperity was due to the goodness of Muck
Olla, and that if he wanted his prosperity to continue he should make
a bountiful offering to the representatives of the spirit. Thus the procession went home laden with much

farm produce. The custom of chil-

nonsense.

As time went on goblins and
faries were added to the ghosts believed to assemble on Halloween.
This was a logical addition because

in very remote times the fairies were
the

ghosts

of

ancient

kings

and

heroes who rode out on the feast
of Samhain to look scornfully
little people who still lived
land they used to rule. These
gradually dwindled into the

at the
in the
fairies
“‘ittle

(Continued on Page 20)
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we live” and the false philosophy of

GLEANINGS
(Continued

from

Page

Nothing,”

“Macbeth,”

2)

and

Shaw’s

“Arms and the Man” last year
proves that people really enjoy good
plays put on by top-flight actors.
Last winter the Players, Inc., were in
Dayton with “Much Ado About
Nothing” at the Art Museum. We
saw it and it was superb.
*

*

*

The October issue of the Catholic
World carried an enlightening article,

“God

and

the

Government”

by Thomas F. Troy, who writes that
in the last five years a few Adminis-

Communism. From this time on
the Administration continued its
attacks more boldly against Communism as a philosophy which is
founded on force and not on law,
which believes in deception, slavery,
the worthlessness of the individual
and the worship of the State.
The criticsm of Communism on a

philosophical basis developed slowly
with these men but the criticism on

a religious level was slower. Mr.
Troy says that as far as he can determine only seven men in the Administration have spoken of Commun-

ism

“in

the

light

of

Christian

values.” Francis B. Sayre, Represent-

tration spokesmen who have been

ative of the UN Trusteeship Coun-

discussing Communism have begun

cil, said on March 5, 1949, that “the
fundamental conflict .. . is between

to mention the philosophy of Com-

munism with its atheistic character.
Back in 1946 Secretary of State

Byrnes spoke of Communists “misrepresentation of our position and
motives.” In 1947 President ‘Truman

denounced

the Russians

for their

attempts to impose totalitarian regimes on free peoples, and in the
same year Secretary of State Marshall openly denounced the Soviet
Union for domination of eastern
Europe and for obstruction of efforts

to reconstruct the world. In 1950

Secretary of State Acheson declared
that the major threat to southeast
Asia today is the “attempted penetration of Asia by Soviet-Communistic imperialism.”
The spokesmen for the administration were moving cautiously towards a philosophical and religious

criticism of Communism.

In 1947

President ‘Truman stated that Communism “relies upon terror, oppression,

a controlled

press

and

radio,

fixed elections and suppression of
personal freedom.” The next year
the President said: “Communism
denies the very existence of God.”
And in the same year General Bradley, chief of staff, said:

“Commun-

ism is the abnegation of freedom,
the repudiation of rights, the gallows on which freedom hangs.” A
more complete analysis of the subject was made by President ‘Truman
in his State of the Union .speech
on January 20, 1949, when he made
a fairly detailed distinction between

the “essential principles
Page 14

by

which

two fundamentally conflicting philosophies—a belief in a world of moral law and ordered justice as against
. . terrorism and . . . sheer force.”

On

April

Dulles,

12,

then

1949,

United

John

Foster

States

Dele-

gate to the UN General Assembly
said: “Political power is held by
those who do not believe that individuals are endowed by their Cre-

ator with certain inalienable rights.”
On May 15, 1950, the President said
“we reject the Godless theories of
Communism” and the following december he said: “Communism attacks our basic values, our belief in

God, our belief in the dignity of
man and the value of human life.”
In his comments on this situation

Mr. Troy remarks that of the many
government officials who have
cussed the problems of the day
a few have referred to religion
Communism and that what

disonly
and
they

democracy and as a result they are
satisfied with generalities and steer
away from the hard thinking needed
to explain the difference between
the American way of life and Communism. And finally one of Mr.
Troy’s concluding remarks is that
good statesmen must recognize the
level on which problems are posed
and

evaluate

three

reasons

not speculative truth. Second, American politicians and statesmen do
not have the education that prepares

them for religious and philosophical
discussions.
been largely
political or
they do not

Their experience has
solving problems on a
economic level. Third,
know the philosophy of

level,

the theological angle?
*

When

*

%

addressing the Washing-

ton Pilgrimage of American Churchmen,

President

Truman

said

that

in the struggle that we are waging
against Soviet Communism
our
“greatest hope lies in the God we
acknowledge as the ruler of all.”
And he calls upon “all men who
profess a belief in God to unite in
asking for His help and guidance.”
In the face of so much religious indifference today it is encouraging to

hear the head of the nation publicly
recognize our need of the Divine
assistance. He further states that

“we must work for morality in public life and in private life,” and he
reminds his audience that “you have
come here to emphasize the fact
that this nation was founded on tre-

ligious principles. . . . You will see

as you make your rounds, that this
nation was established by men who
believed in God.” People behind the
Iron Curtain do not hear their leaders talking like this.
e

e

UNIVERSITY

®
OF
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for this. First,

can, and their immediate concern is

that

munism from the philosophical or

Basketball Schedule

politicians and statesmen are prac-

tical people and not philosophers.
They deal with concrete problems
and try to avoid religious and philosophical questions as long as they

on

theological. As a U.D. college student what do you know about Com-

said has been generally brief. He
gives

them

whether economic, philosophical or
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Lone

LLL

Last night I wandered to the place
Where I stand atop the world,
Where once I stood alone with you:
Saw

die

and

night

unfurled.

The night I found my cheek all wet,
Moistened by your tear—
That night I knew the joyous love

wilderness

Reverberates

through

But

not

is heard

sunset

Again I sought the mystic spell
That refused to fade that night—
The night I found your lips on mine;
Your eyes all burning warm and bright;

Perdu
A shout
Lost in the

Return

the trees

That

lives

when

you

are

near.

Last night I could not find the peace
That I knew atop my dam.
Last night the sky was empty
Where in my eyes the clouds all swam
As castles borne on tiny isles.
And sheep all roamed before the ram.

A cry
Of anguish and suffering
Calls for someone’s aid
But is heard not
A shriek
As pain racks its form
And fear fills its soul
Is heard not

I sensed the
I heard the
“You cannot
If you see it

A whisper
As strength has faltered
Imploring, supplicating
Is heard not

missing factor.
pine trees moan:
see the beauty
all alone.”

Then I knew why skies were empty,
Why the air seemed still and dead
Where before it was living and vibrant
When my beloved’s tear was shed.

A sigh
As life’s breath departs
And consummates the pain
Is heard not.

I needed you beside me
To kiss the lovers’ stone.
The beauty was all denied me
Because I had gone alone.

—Joseph F. Hamer

—Donn

Fresh

Circus

Autumn

What is the
Circus but a
Traveling
Zoo.
That attracts

I could lose my soul on an autumn day.
I would release it slowly to fill the spaceless sky
And then seek it back
So I could lie in sun-warmed leaves,
To close my eyes
And

smell

cold

And

hear the high birds cry.

Little children
And the vagrant

smoke

Too.

—Peg

Kunka

—Van
@

©

Leigh
@

Autumn’s Workings
Apostrophe to a Nail Stepped on
Oh thou indestructible piece of iron
Lying there on the perron,
Could you not find a better place to dwell
Than to pierce me when upon you I fell?
To place yourself in a site unwanted,
To mingle into my life sorrow undaunted,
Shame to you, thou wretched knave,

For the sole of my foot ne’er did you
And now I for a time
Shall pay for your crime
By being in affairs anti-social
Bearing inflicted pain so crucial.
—Van

November,

1951

All along the winding pathways,
Through green forests, and fields of corn,
Autumn is in silence weaving
Colored quilts for earth’s cold bed.
Golden,

red,

Driven

and

from

yellow

foliage

its summer

resting,

Warms the bosom of its mother
Grateful for the Autumn’s workings.

crave

—Paul

CLM

Wilhelm

LL

Leigh
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Editerial

Comment

THANKSGIVING
@ Thanksgiving had its beginning as a New England holiday, and for two-hundred years, was confined
to that part of the country. When the Pilgrims landed
at Plymouth Rock that bitter December of 1620, they
did not find a country of abundance. One of every two
families perished from the cold, hunger, and disease.
Therefore, when fortune at last smiled upon the little
group, and when November, 1621 brought a bumper
crop, Governor William Bradford ordered a three-day
feast of thanksgiving.

We thank God not only for these obvious benefits,
but include in our thoughts all the deeds of others, and
the wonderful

attributes

of nature,

which

are for our

benefit—ultimately originating from the providing Hand
of God.

We

thank God that the need for religion has grown

greater and greater and that the world recognizes this

more than ever before.
We thank God for the marvelous preparations for a
peace which we should all strive to make transcend that
of any period in world history.

It is from this celebration, and a similar one held.

on

July

30,

1623,

derived. However,

that our modern

Thanksgiving

is

it was not until 1789 that President

George Washington proclaimed it a national holiday.
He designated Thursday, November 26, as a day of
general thanksgiving, on which all would likewise

petition God “to enable us all, whether in public or private stations, to perform our several and relative
duties properly and punctually.” ‘The dates were varied
by

successive

presidents,

but

after Adams

left office,

no one did anything about it until Lincoln, in the midst
of the

Civil War,

again

set Thursday,

November

brutality into an age of decency.
We thank God for the privilege of helping, within our
means, the sick, the needy, the forsaken.

- We thank God for physical and mental health, and for
the opportunity
wealth.

to preserve

our

bodily

and

mental

26,

“as a day of thanking and praise to our beneficent
Father Who

We thank God for the great leaders and workers at
' home and abroad who have fought in spirit with all
the men and women of our forces to change an era of

dwelleth in the heavens.”

‘This was the actual beginning of our modern ‘Thanks-

We

thank God for books, music, art, and for the great

inventions which make these blessings available to all.
We

thank God for the great leaders, educators, clergy-

giving day, and much of Mr. Lincoln’s simple and beau-

men, and writers who fought valiantly for higher ideals

tiful message to the nation is as timely today as it was

and who showed us how they may be attained.

when first delivered.
Thanksgiving,

We thank God for a myriad of blessings in this world,

as we

know

it, stood

on

this

date

through the years until 1939, when President Roosevelt
moved it to the third Thursday in November, in order
to cooperate with business by
mas shopping period. Due to
1942, passed a joint resolution,
Thanksgiving shall fall on the
November.

lengthening the Christopposition, Congress, in
officially legislating that
fourth Thursday of each

on the forest trees. Yes, for these things alone, we have
much to be thankful. They are the things that give
renewed

hopes

and

inspirations.

from oppression,

thank Him

fear, want, and

religious

for everything good and

uplifting.

We

thank God for the green hills, the glorious trees,

the vast waters, the riches of the earth, the green fields,
the beautiful flowers, and the harvests.

If you would have heaven in your soul, learn to be

To us, Thanksgiving creates thoughts of tempting
meals, happiness, and gay times. We picture the pumpkins abounding in the fields, the turkey strutting with
dignified strides, and the beautiful tan hue of autumn

man

for freedom

persecution—we

They

are

truly

thankful. Someone wrote, “A grateful thought toward
heaven is of itself a prayer.”
Some years ago an American girl, Katherine Lee
Bates, standing on top of Pike’s Peak, and thrilled over
her native land, wrote a different kind of national

hymn,
sacrifice.

stressing

the glories

of peace

won

through

It has become the word of a new democracy.

a significant facet of the beauty of which our land

The poem, with a musical setting by Samuel Augustus

is made.

Ward,
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is America,

the Beautiful.

The Exponent

This inspiring song, embodying all the exaltations

of man for the wondrous works wrought by God, is

our standard. Let us imitate our forefathers, first, by

acknowledging our indebtedness to the Creator of all,

and secondly, by making progress our motto, so that
‘Thanksgiving Day will always be the occasion of thanks,
joy, and satisfaction.

HISTORY

REPEATS

e That grand old sage of British wartime government is back once more as the leader of a British nation
which has lost much of its power and holdings since
that leader, Winston Churchill, left office in 1945.

After that date, the Labor Party operated the country
until last month, October twenty-fifth. Now, the Conservatives are once more at the helm. Will this human
symbol of perseverence and victory be able to recoup
the losses that have plagued his people?

Great Britain has been divorced from much of its
international prestige by the persistent onslaught of
perverted political groups that seek to undermine free

AN

AMERICAN

CREED

@ In paging through a recent issue of the Congressional Record, I came upon an article entitled “An
American Creed,” which made a deep impression upon

me, as I am sure it did on all readers of the publication.

The article was entered in the Record by Senator
Richard Nixon of California. The authors of the article
were a group of Sierra Madre, California, business and
professional men, who believe that a re-statement of

the moral principles of the men

who

founded

our

country may be of specific value to the people of this

country in these times. Why not accept it as the
motivator of your actions. It reads as follows:
AN AMERICAN

CREED

I believe in the unlimited power of God and I
believe that we, as members

of the human

race, have

full access to that power.

I believe in the destiny of America as the hope
of freedom for all mankind.
I believe in the sanctity of the individual.
I believe that my own courage is no less than that
of the founding fathers of this Republic who, in sign-

people. Much of the territory it once possessed is
either lost or in a state of revolt. The Labor Party,
with its “welfare state,” has seemingly put too much

lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor.

emphasis on the institution of Socialism, to the detriment of its empire. At least, leadership has been weak,

work, to fight, and to pray for the preservation of

and influence has been waning. Government ownership

of a fifth of all British industry is to stay, but the
emphasis will be placed on foreign affairs.
The British Socialist government’s defeat has exemplified the fact that democracy and freedom of
choice are still strong in the hearts of free people. These
persons are seeking an escape from over-control and

inefiiciency. Government and most industry can be
regulated better by the people, since they are institutions by and for the people. However, controls are to
remain stationary for awhile, until Churchill can renovate Englands’ world situation.

The spirit of Winston Churchill’s patriotism—not
merely his skill as a politician—won for him last month,
the position of Prime Minister of Great Britain for

the second time in his illustrious career of public service.
It may be truly said of Churchill, at the age of seventysix, that when old Prime Ministers do not fade away,

it is because sound principles never die. He has not

ing the

Declaration

of Independence,

pledged

their

I believe that it is my duty, as an American,

to

American ideals of freedom to the end that those
privilgees I enjoy because of the efforts of those who
have gone before me, may be passed on, unblemished,
to those who come after me.

I believe that it is my duty, as
to it that American Youth be well
ican history in all its phases dating
of America by the early colonists,

an American, to see
informed on Amerback to the settling
and I believe that

it is my duty to see to it that American youth be given

—in home and school—an abiding appreciation of
those moral and spiritual values which have made
America great.
I believe it to be my duty, as an American, to see
to it that those who are elected or appointed to positions

of public trust and responsibility, conduct themselves
in all their dealings in a moral, spiritual, and ethical
maner. Should I be asked to serve in such a capacity,
I pledge myself in advance to conduct myself likewise.

adopted the form of the appeaser. His greatness is in
his resoluteness of ideals. The British have grown tired

I pledge myself, as an American, to raise my voice
in support of these beliefs in all my individual and
group associations, and to work with and cooperate with

the dark months ahead, Britons have turned to Winston

other Americans

of old faces, old methods, and hestant leadership. For
Churchill as a comforting leader and a familiar symbol
of a much

greater Great Britain.

November, 1951

of like belief regardless of race, color,

or religious affiliation.
—WILLIAM

Hutu.
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Lows Lorna
CLAD

IN

them, and giving reproach and approval in a gentle

SNOW

@ Scenic beauty is ours to enjoy all about the
U.D. campus. Through all the seasons of the year,
whether adorned by the greenery of spring, the glowing
sunshine

of summer,

or the magic white
turesque sight.

the brown

of winter,

and

gold of autumn,

our campus

is a pic-

With “Old Man Winter” here to stay, the U.D.
family can view the final scene of the seasons — winter.
From anywhere on the grounds, a beautful picture

manner, indicative of a person who really loves pets.

The one passion of her life was flowers.

This was a woman

presents itself — the library locale, faced by an out-

of her home.

stretched

sympathy,

blanket

embellished

with

of white;
snow-laden

the

fieldhouse

shrubs;

the

territory,

silver

dome

of the Chapel blazing against the noon-day sun.
On

her high pinnacle in front of Saint Mary’s,

Our Mother of Divine Grace stands supreme. Clad in

who had made an occupation

She had developed kindness, gentleness,

wisdom,

and

the

HEROINE

around the house tending to the housework, or perhaps
walking along the pavement going to church or to the
grocery stores.

She was short with rather plain features and a
becoming flush in her cheeks. Her eyebrows were
practically invisible though her face was framed in dark
hair. She had blue eyes with small flecks of golden
brown in them — the golden brown sunshine marks
on a leaf in autumn.

She was very shy, as can plainly be deduced by the
fact that she seldom left the house, except when necessity required her to pay some visit. By listening to her
speech and by watching her at her housework, you
could see that she was an extremely high-strung person.

You’ve heard of people who warn against getting
pets unless you take care of them yourself — well, she
was one of these, yet in unguarded moments you would
see her feeding the animals (our animals), petting
Page 18

other

things

She

had all these things and more yet, but perhaps I am
a little prejudiced, for the woman of whom I speak so
well, and whom I loved so much is my mother.
—JEANNE

PORTRAIT
© You could always tell it was she when you heard
her quick, short steps, whether she was walking up the
steps in the morning to awaken the family, or walking

countless

necessary for a happy life as a wife and mother.

snow or garbed in green, she will always be our favorite
Queen.
—Derer CARcELLI.

UNSUNG

In the

early spring you would see her planting flowers and
tending them carefully. When the flowers were beginning to bloom, she would carefully pick bouquets and
take them to the neighbors who hadn’t any flowers.
On dry summer evenings she would never forget to
sprinkle her garden.

OF

A

Moore.

FRESHMAN

@ The crisp November breeze gently whips across
the campus, lifting her long chestnut brown hair high
into the air. She is a lovely sight, standing there with
her hockey stick eagerly poised in her agile fingers. Her
head tilts knowingly to one side, and she casually
remarks, “Did you say the name of this game was
golf?” Ah, yes, that’s my friend.
She won the nickname “official taster,” because her
favorite pastime is sampling almost everyone’s food in

the caf. Yet does she ever gain a pound? No, that’s the
maddening thing about her.
We're all faced with a pretty tight schedule, but
we do get an opportunity once in a while to talk to
our parents, especially if they live here in the Gem
City. My friend solved this problem by writing letters
to her mother and dad during those few-and-far-between
free minutes at school. To add to the confusion she
writes these notes in shorthand.
Despite her apparent pecularities she is one of the
brightest new lights on the campus. She always greets
you with a cheerful smile or that perpetual blush. Can
you guess her identity?
—ANNE FLynn.
The Exponent

BRIDGING

A GAP

OF

TIME

table. The play cotinues and in the end Sally makes

@ What is this thing called bridge? Practically
every hour of the day you can find at least four people

in the lounge playing this popular game. Even if you
can’t play bridge you can find a lot of enjoyment by
watching the players.
Just imagine yourself sitting in one of the chairs
or davenports nearest the door of the lounge with
nothing to do . . . (what an imagination!). Anyway,
you're just relaxing, when all of a sudden two or three

gitls rush in past you with books in their arms. “Oh,

her bid — to the amazement of Joan.

The bell rings for the next class, and the preceding
ordeal is quickly forgotten as all four girls gather up
books, put away the cards, stamp out cigarettes, push
in chairs, all in the matter of seconds. They walk out

past you leaving you with
this thing called bridge!”

others has secured a pack of cards. They all sit down.
Presently an ash-tray is brought over from another table
and undoubtedly three or all four girls haul out their
cigarettes. The preceding usually takes place within the
time limit of about one mintue.

Sally and Joan are partners, but Sally is really
scared to death of Joan, because she knows that Joan
is a terrific player. Ruth and Pat are partners. They are
both average players, however, Ruth thinks that she’s
a much better player than Pat. The cards are dealt and

that’s

Incidentally, all names are purely fictitious and any

reference to real persons is purely coincidental!
—Mary ANN ISENECKER.

they’re probably going to study,” you vaguely think to
yourself.
Suddenly the soft silence is broken by “Anyone
wanna be our fourth for bridge?” Here our drama begins. A fourth girls joins them. Meanwhile one of the

the thought—“So

Two

Festivals

Thanksgiving stirs her ruddy fire;
The glow illuminates November:

She sees new glimmerings of desire
Flash up form every fading ember.
The corn is stored, and heaped the board;
The matron Day, her comforts summing,
Hears, through her best, a better word,

The merry shout of “Christmas coming!”
—Lucy

Larcom.

the play begins. Sally is extremely nervous as she doesn’t
know what to bid. She begins to puff violently on her

PETTICOAT

cigarette. Since she dealt, she has to start the bid. Her

son proves, For just as clothes often disguise the size
and shape of an individual, words can disguise true
feelings. ‘The most expensive costumes never accomplish
the desired effects, unless they are worn with the proper
accessories. Extravagant words or compliments also
accomplish nothing unless sincerity is an accessory.

eyes shift a little, and then she speaks: “Pass.” Joan,
her partner, has a look on her face that resembles the
tender expression of “drop dead.” Pat’s turn is next.
“Oh heavens, I don’t know what to bid,” she hintingly

asks. Her poker-faced (not literally) partner Ruth sits
quietly with a dignified expression which says that it’s
not cricket to offer any assistance. But—“try spades”

she says. ““T'wo spades,” Pat states softly. Joan meanwhile is slowly burning, but she confidently bids three

diamonds. Ruth raises their bid to three spades.
Now it’s back to Sally. All eyes are on her. First we
have Joan who has a peculiar stare on her face, then
we have Ruth who is impatient. Pat is hoping that
Sally will raise the bid so she won’t have to be in the
same position Sally’s in now. Sally looks over her shaking hand. Diamonds are fairly good so she nervously
says,

“Four

diamonds.”

Pass,

pass,

pass,

is heard

in

rapid succession. Joan lays down the dummy hand and
the play begins. All is quiet at first with no sound
except the clicking of cards on the table. Presently Joan

@ WORDS

and

Pat have

fiendish

grins

on

Radio and

feeling that she would

November,

1951

like to crawl

under

television commercials

offer howling

proof nowadays that what is not worth saying is sung.
The person who can withstand this type of high
pressure illustrates the power of mind over “patter.”

Perhaps Samuel Johnson

summed

up this com-

parison when he wrote, “The worst is better than none,
and the best cannot be expected to go quite true.”
—Mary

Eien

NActe.

their

faces as they snatch in the tricks. Sally is sober-faced
and

can be likened to clothes — compari-

Just as one might disclose duncery in an uncoordinated costume — dull, unimaginative words never
contribute to a “wordy” cause. As the frilly feminine
ensembles are always pleasing to the eye — frivilous
words or expressions, containing that cooling quality,
can aid in awarding the MRS degree to enterprising
coeds.

lets out a groan as she sees that they are perhaps going
to lose. Ruth

LANE

the

LM

LLL
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IN BEHALF

OF TEACHERS

(Continued from Page 4)

key members of our society. We can
make certain that his pay measures
with his importance to the future
welfare of the community.
All this we can do and it will be

a persuasive

evidence

to all those

who scoff at the effectiveness of
teamwork and of the value of individual effort.

The proof of this is the effective
work of parent-teacher associations
in hundreds of districts where the
bond between home and school has
sustained the traditional American
closeness of a community partnership.

There,

able

and

enthusiastic

teachers, working with conscientious

parents, are educating their students
to an intelligent citizenship.
In

your

own

community

alone

and

unaided,

cannot

you,
equal

such achievement, although even
your slightest effort may well produce many benefits to your own
children and those who teach them.
But you, joined with your neighbors
and the teachers in your school, can
far surpass all present standards.
None of you need carry more of the
load than is tolerable.
Teamwork

is the key. ‘Together,

our parents and teachers can inculcate in our young the need for faith,

for understanding, for work. Remember if the people of America
would

condemn

less and

do more,

ours would be a better America.

MARY, OUR
(Continued

from

GUIDE
Page

6)

Marian ejaculation (Mary help us!)
will gain her intercession. Mary can
be kept in the home and be the
inspiration of our lives. We can organize the rosary in our home. Some

of us don’t realize the value of the
family rosary. Some of us don’t have
enough courage to do a thing like
this or we just aren’t personally concerned enough to make it workable.

Within the next four years, most
of us here at U. D. today will be out

She is our Mother, not a step-moth-

home

THE

in the world by ourselves. Our education will have been completed and
life

left

behind.

That

is,

home life as it is now, just taking

things for granted. We are going to

be alone in the world with no apron
strings to cling to. Mother won’t be

near to advise us or to interfere as
we call it, but we are going to wish

er, but our mother and our guide.

WITCHES

(Continued

from

RIDE

Page

13)

people” who lived among the burial
mounds. Another addition to the
Halloween festivities was witchcraft
and Halloween became the great

she were. Ties will be broken and

witch night when the witches and

we will be shifting for ourselves.
What are we going to do? Take the
rafters from a building and it will
fall. Take the beacon away from an
airplane and it will crash. Take
apron strings away from us and

in France it was the Forest of Ar-

what? We need not fall, nor will we

crash if we seek other aid. The aid

we will need and should surely seek
is the aid of the Blessed Mother. Up

to the time of supporting ourselves
at home, we probably have had only
minor troubles. Our physical and
spiritual lives have been guided by
the home and education. We have
been kept in bounds. Now the
struggle for existence and the more
difficult battle of life begins, and we
must be heroic in the struggle.
I don’t mean heroic in the sense

that we will have street battles to

the warlocks gathered for their unholy revels. In Germany their meeting was a mountain named Brocken,
dennes and in England it was any
ruined abbey or old church.

The pagan Celts lit fires in the
hills on the eve of Samhain to welcome the winter season and to ward
off the evil spirits. Today the Scots
still build great fires that light up
the lochs and the hills for Halloween gaiety. The Gaelic country
folks assemble on Halloween at
some hospitable cottage and play
the traditional games and drink a
“social glass of strunt” as Robert
Burns tells us in his poem “Halloween.”
Our celebration of Halloween was
a late development in this country

see who will get paid the most. Yet,

because it came with the Irish and

ent

prone to festivities. Before the mid-

with the dog-eat-dog idea so prevaltoday,

we

will

probably

be

heroes in that sense. Our heroism
will stem from the strength, and the
fortitude we possess while at work.
Charity must be present always.
After all, the charitable person is

much respected and will go far in

any job. In our dealings with others,
we may not realize as much mone-

tary gain if we are honest and just,

but we will most
earthly sustenance.

likely not

lack

The word social means to live in
friendly companionship. Living
friendly companionship appears

in
to

be an easy task, but as we well
know, it isn’t. We need a guide in
the home, at work, and at play. All
through our lives Mary is that guide,

that benefactor guiding us to heaven. When we need special aid for
any reason we have but to seek her
assistance. Is she not the mother of

the Scotch. The Pilgrims were not

dle of the last century the colonists
would gather at farm houses on the

night

of

play

their

October

thirty-first and

traditional

games

and

make jack-o-lanterns out of pump-

kins. These meetings were scattered
and regional and it was not till the
potato famine of the eighteen forty’s
that brought the great Irish immigration to America that Halloween
really became a nation-wide holiday.

In the strong pioneer communities

of this country practical jokes frequently engaged the people’s inter-

est and. Halloween offered a fertile
opportunity for this form of diversion. Householders were likely to
find their front gate on a tree or

the outhouse turned over. This vandalism has abated in the past decades but any prudent individual will

I am sure that if all of us would
have Mary as our guide we could
gain the Christian virtues that we

virtue?

Saviour, is the most influential per-

away and that he has an abundance

need in the home.

son

of nuts and candies and pennies for

Page 20

we

Mary,

the

can have.

Mother

of Our

Let us love her.

see that his car is in the garage, that

his porch

furniture

is safely

put

The Exponent

the vagabonds that ring his doorbell
and ask for a handout. If not he
may find soap on his windows and
debris on his front porch.
We
do not believe that the
witches are abroad the land, that the

ghosts are roaming about for food on

in

and we get a thrill out of seeing the
children celebrate, and if we stroll
along at night we like to people

the dark places with the fictitious
creatures

that

have

amused

ON

TO

(Continued

ST.
from

PATRICK
(Continued from Page 11)

6)

will contact eight colleges in this
region, informing them of various
undertakings in Catholic Action.
Thus, we act as a clearing house for
information in this area comprising
On

Indiana, and Kentucky.

this

campus

are

five other

organizations who keep contact with
regional headquarters on other campuses. ‘Those are: The Mariology
Club; International Relations Club;
Missions;

Debaters

and

Industrial

Relations.

During

the year there are two

council meetings at which all regional and national officers convene
to determine the course of action
being followed by colleges and universities. ‘There were two council
meetings this year; one at St. Joseph
College, in Collegeville, Indiana,

and one in Pittsburgh.

Congresses are held once a year.
These meetings are somewhat larger
than are the council meetings, since

here delegates from every member

college
and
university
in
the
NFCCS are present.
Whether it be a council meeting
or a congress, as was held at St.
Thomas College, Minnesota, the
aim is for better student life and
better post-collegiate life through lay
leadership.
Now that you have an idea of the
workings of the NFCCS, we encourage you to become an active member
November, 1951

“He’s no ordinary dog, he’s a talk
—’ No that wouldn’t do. Already
she was studying me in a weird way.

Okay, I'll take the books out—let
‘im read
home.

them

in the park

*

*

or at

*

For the next week I spent a lot

for Catholic Action. This means we

Ohio,

organiz-

“Harold, I like this; can you get
me something else like it?”

PAUL
Page

of these

—no telling what may happen with
all this mischief going about.”
Senators for a special session that

afternoon.

man-

kind through the ages.

one

post-college life.

Halloween, and that the fairies are
out for mischief, but there remains

something of the child in all of us

at least

ations. Remember! Prepare now for

of time
and my
Patrick.
weekly
sia. At

traveling between the library
apartment with books for
Books on American history,
magazines, histories of Rusthe week’s end I was worn

out.

“T’ve made up my mind,” he said
firmly, “I’ve a mission to perform
and I shan’t rest until I accomplish

Buzz of conversation filled the
chamber while photographers flitted
about us taking pictures. When Patrick finished, the climax came. His
likeness appeared in newspapers
from

coast to coast, newsreels

and,

needless to say, it was a T'V sensation.

I haven’t seen him lately. He’s
been pretty busy with the FBI and
the President. Incidently, the Pres-

ident has asked the inclusion of dog

benefits in the Fair Deal legislation.
Not only that, he’s joined a leading

university as a full professor.
“What’s
ouch!”

that—quit poking me—

“Well, Mr. Collins, you had quite

an accident yesterday. You’ve been
unconscious since it happened. How
do you feel?”

ai

“Hooray,” I shouted, “you mean
you've changed your thinking!”
“Yes,

and

now

I must

get

to

Washington and tell what I know
of the apparatus and inner workings
of the party. They must be convinced that Communism started with
the
I’m
too,
can

dogs and got where it is now.
certain it'll end with the dogs,
but as far as I’m concerned, it
go somewhere else!” He barked,

banging a paw on the table.

The following Monday we arrived

in Washington and hurried to see
a Senator on the Committee investigating un-American Activities. We
strode down the halls of the Senate
Office Building and into the Senator’s office. A secretary asked who
was calling so I told her in a confidential way that Patrick had information to tell the nation. She
slipped through the door and told
the Senator that a Mr. Patrick was
in the office to see him, adding the
fact she thought I was nuts.
After introducing ourselves, the
Senator thought HE was nuts. Until
he

heard

us

out,

that

diately after, he phoned

is.

Imme-

the other

JUST

A

(Continued

NOTION
from

Page

9)

He threw his greatcoat about his
drooping shoulders, again pulled
down his three-cornered hat and
made his way back through the cobblestone streets.
Shouts from the city urchins
scurrying about in search of some
petty annoyance to try on their elders reached his ears. In the distance
he thought he heard someone yell
something about the British but the

last part of the phrase was lost.
As he came
church he was

to the Old North
startled to see two

lanterns shining brightly from the
tower.

“Now, who could be up there at
this time of night,” he pondered.

“Awch, probably old man Stapleton

polishing the bell or piddling
around with some such thing. Still
those lanterns seem unusually bright.
He scoffed at whatever suspicions
he may have entertained and resum-

ed his pace while musing over the
condition of the city, business, and

the colonies in general.
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“Democracy, they say! "Tis a word
that has sent the populus into hysteria like the herd of swine possessed. “Tis a notion and it will soon
pass over.”
The old man tottered through the
streets not realizing that he just witnessed the beginnings of democracy
in America. He couldn’t have known
that those two insignificant lights in
the old church tower had sent a

solitary

horseman

throughout

the

time to throw his passes. And they
were always for such long distances
that it was a matter of the teams

was tearing down the field, the en-

trotting from one end of the field to

steak. He had fainted dead away.
Willy scored on that play. After

the other, and that took considerable

time.
By the end of the third quarter,
our whole third string was in. The

more we played Willy the better
chance the opposition had to figure

out a defense against him. The final
score of the

game

was

something

countryside sowing the seeds for a
great new country. No, Master Kent

like 85-2.
We cleaned up the League that

word “democracy” would become
more than “just a notion” as he con-

year. Every time Willy came up
with the ball, it was going to be a
pass and everybody knew it. The de-

Melville couldn’t

realize that the

tinued on his way to his little shop.

fensive line wouldn’t charge Willy

after the second game, when he
came down and pretty nearly killed

BAREFOOT
(Continued

a guard on the spot. And, using the

FULLBACK

from

Page

double wing, we could send the
whole backfield (except for Willy)

9)

of his assistants hadn’t forcibly restrained

him,

Mid-Western’s

coach

would have come in and personally
tried to stop the play. Of course he
would have drawn a big fat penalty,
to say nothing of the nice fine that
League had put into the rulebook
that season. As it was, he ended up

on the ground, one foot in the water
bucket, his assistant sitting on him.
Willy got the ball, our ends cross-

ed in the hole, and we picked up
thirty yards just like that. We
first

down

on

the

had

Mid-Western

forty.
The next play, the quarter called
a straight double wing. Mid-Western switched

to five-man

line, put-

ting everybody in the backfield for
pass defense. So the quarter took
the ball himself, driving for six
yards.
We really had ’em crossed up.
The next play, Willy wound up and
heaved a long, feathery pass to Malloy, down under the goalposts. Malloy went up in the air with three
Mid-Western backs for company.
When Malloy came down he had
six points in his hands. One MidWestern back was put out slightly.
His ankle was broken.
We ran twelve plays in the quarter. That pulled the League average
of twenty-one plays per quarter
down

considerably.

We

couldn’t

help it. Willy always took plenty of
Page 22

and both ends out as potential receivers. The defense couldn’t cover
everybody.
There was only one thing wrong

—Willy’s feet. By the end of the
first game Willy’s feet were killing
him, and every game after that they

got worse. Every time Willy took his
step to throw a pass, you could see
him wince.
Practice the next fall was just
about the same as the first year.
Willy’s feet made him slower but
his passes were just as good as ever.
The first two games of the season
were pretty normal. Willy would
heave a long, fluttery pass, one of

our backs would bring it down, and
the electric scoreboard would start
jumping.

The third game we played MidWestern again. Everything was popping nicely for us. All he . . . heck
broke loose in the second quarter.
Willy sat down in the middle of
the field and pulled his cleats off.

He ran the next play in his sock

feet. And he actually RAN. The opposing line charged in, half hesitating because of Willy’s terrific backlash. Willy stood and looked at
them for a moment. He put the ball
against his chest and charged toward
them. I closed my eyes. I can’t stand
the sight of blood, especially the
blood of my star fullback.
When I opened my eyes, Willy

emy

in sort of dazed pursuit. Bix

was flatter than a two cent beefthat we had the game sewed up
tight. If the line charged Willy, he
merely

threw

one

of

his

flutter

passes. If they didn’t charge, Willy
would run like a track star whose
pants were on fire.
Samson,

the Mid-Western

coach,

nearly flipped his wig. He thumbed

like mad through the rulebook, but
there wasn’t any rule that said you
had to wear cleats when you played
football.
Right after the game, Samson protested to the league board. ‘They
looked collectively thoughtful, and
said Samson was wrong, shame on
Samson.
We really cleaned up that year
and for the two following years.
Southern got a gate receipt big
enough that for the first time in its
history it could really afford to have

students who came to Southern to
do nothing but study.
The suc .. . customers came from

miles around just to see Willy in his
bare feet. I can go up around Tennessee and

see thousands

of them,

and I don’t have to pay any $2.40 at
the gate, either.
In spite of changes in the rules,
Willy was using up his elgibility.
One day the dean called me into
his office.
“Of course you realize that next
year William Lomax will have used
up his playing seasons,” he said.
y eS, SiC:
“Next year the faculty and I,” he
did his darndest to look modest.
“The faculty and I will expect your
football team to look as good as ever.
If not...” he shrugged. What the
old bag really meant was that I'd
better win me some games or I was
out on my ear with a can on my
tail.
Yes,

P’ve coached

a long time in

this place. It isn’t a very big school,
but the Lomaxes keep me well supplied with ball players. Say, did I
tell you about our latest back? He
can throw a pass farther than any
back I’ve ever seen, in all my years
of coaching...
The Exponent

STROLLING

THE

CAMPUS

By Dee Carcelli
@ King
Football
holds
dominion
over our campus, and last month’s
Homecoming
campaign
reached the
peak of the Monarch’s reign. Complete
with roof-scraping airplane, musical
float, Eskimo from Knome, “Beauty
and the Beast,” and a hearse act, the
campaign

was

quite

the

thing

to

see.

Adding to the steam of pre-game
activities on that day of October
twelfth,

was

the

Spirit

Committee

Pep
Rally. With Jack Nolting as
M. C., it featured a grief-stricken invalid re-vivified by the ratfer-ringing
student
cheering,
along
with
the
“charming U. D. Homecoming Queen”
of years gone by.
October
day,

and

thirteenth
the

Flyer

marked
Squad,

the

big

blessed

with perfect football weather, exploded the Rockets from Toledo by a
forty-seven to seven count. Initiated
by a twenty-seven-point first quarter,
the victory was the team’s fourth
straight. Dan O’Brien’s two long runs
were a few of the numerous highlights
of the fray.

to become one of the
untied Ohio teams.

two

undefeated,

Along the social line, Omega sponsored a masquerade dance that evening at the Democratic Club. Everyone had

loads

of fun, and

some

of the

costumed couples were: Pat Radican
and Tom Harrigan, as Harpo and
Groucho Marx;
Pauline Kelly and
Don Cosgrove (’51) as a couple of
the early twenties; Julie Raney and
Joe Mudd, as a gyspy and a pirate;
and Dottie Dwenger and Bill Kehl,
who

took

the

prize

with

their

version

of the Old Gold dancing duo.
S.

U.

B.

ActTIvITIES

One of the least publicized, but
none-the-less,
popular
activities on
campus, is that of the Student Union
Building. Under the supervision of
Mrs.

Joseph

Unger,

tournaments

are

underway
in table
tennis, bridge,
hearts, pinochle, euchre, chess and
checkers.

Table

tennis

seems

most

popular, with almost seventy contestants. A few of the ping-pongers
are: Bill Brennen, Lee Butler, Larry

Coming in on a rocket float at halftime,
Homecoming
Queen
Shirley

Pedicord, Jack
Nolting,
Lou
Goetz,
and Doc Smalley. To cite a few pin-

Bourgeois, Freshman Attendant Connie Youngman, and the Queen’s Court

ochle enthusiasts, there are:
Jim
Thompson and Bob Schroeter, and Bill
Roberts and Gene Egan. Frank Caldwell, Bob Studebaker, Larry Glynn,
and Norman Bertrand include some
of the checkers contestants.
Some
partners in the bridge tournament
are Gene Omlor and John Coy, and
Howard Fleet and Maurice Smalley.
Hearts is the game of Gordon Sears
and Jack O’Neil, and Larry Glynn and
Dom Holsapple. Competing in euchre

—Joan Batsche, Thalia Johnson, Julie
Pflaum, and Shirley Schroll, presented
a lovely spectacle. The ceremony, with
its coronation,

leis, and

bouquets,

was

really done up in grand style. Rounding out Homecoming festivities was
the dance that evening at the Miami
Hotel, which drew a tremendous turnout.

To step up school spirit for the
Chattanooga game, the girls, on October nineteenth, produced an hilarious
pep rally, depicting “feminine types”
at a football

game.

Some

of the

char-

acters enacted were the rah-rah girl,
the sophisticate, and the bookworm.
To cite a few—there were Marilyn
Catron, Pat Falke, Maggie Stang, and
Carolyn Mergler. Congrats to scriptwriter Joan Norris and all the rest
who took part.
Although

the

Chattanooga

Mocs

played fine ball on October twentieth,
the Red-and-Blue were too much for
them,

and

the

Southerners

bowed

to

the Flyers, twenty-one to six. Some
excellent aerial play was exhibited in
the game, with quarterback Frank
Siggins complying again with his famous touchdown passes. This victory
saw the footballers ready to invade
Xavier, October twenty-eighth, with a
clean slate of five wins and no losses,

November,

1951

“Bays wil
be boys...”

are

Ray

Egan,

Spieler,

and

Harold

Dick

Grube,

Ken

Paulick.

Two
new ping-pong tables have
been donated to the S.U.B. by the
Zimmerman

Construction

Co.,

Mrs. Unger announces that
be reserved for the girls.
Well-handled
Kehl,

the

“X”

by senior
rally,

and

was

spirit. Before
over seventeen

leader,

October

twenty-eighth,

symbolic

of

the

Flyers

twenty-

the

U.D.

went

down

season

to

a

CIGAR

of exuberance were any
(Continued on Page 25)

in-

INSTITUTE

Attention
Smoked

OF

AMERICA,

ary

Epicures —
Vitamins!

Feel run down before a date? Trouble
is you don’t know where your next vitamin is coming from. According to a
report made to the American Chemical
Society, tobacco is one of the richest of
all plants in the supply of B Vitamins.
The tobacco B Vitamins which include
Thiamine, or B-1, are supposedly good
for nerves. So leave us have no jittery
comrades

Halloween night saw the seniors
throw themselves a gay party at the
Touchdown Club. If the singing and
display

You need not inhale
to enjoy a cigar!

Bill

a massive crowd of
thousand on October

for the first time this
powerful Xavier eleven.

aMans Smoke!

one will

sixth, featuring our entire football
squad, aroused a lot of pep, and the
huge following the team had to Cincinnati

but Ciaars

enroute

to exams.

A

couple

or

three cigars, loaded with B-1 should be
a must along with a full fountain pen.
Remember this one day when your son
asks how you handled the tough quizzes
—you can calmly
—or a puff.

say:

‘Like

a

breeze”
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AUI-UAS

MNPUS
No brains at this stage of the
game so we shall start pronto:

The profs here think they have
it tough, but the recent grads sometimes find themselves up against it,
too. Take Barney Otten, for instance, up in Cleveland (ah, Cleveland!), who had a problem child (in
class) and he finally had to give
him a five hundred-word penance.
The little one proceeds as follows:
“One day I lost my little kitty and
I went out to call it and called,
‘Here, kitty, kitty, kitty,’ and so
on for five hundred words! Well, so

what are ya gonna do?
While we are on the subject of
Cleveland we hear tell it was quite

a weekend for the people who went

anyway, excursion or no excursion.
One of the travelers squealed, so we
got the goods on you, see?
Some had the honor of an informal style show, featuring Jim
Charles modeling “longies” donated
by Mrs. Radican, who played hostess
to all kinds of company. She also
distributed Ohio State sweat shirts
for the occasion. — Being from this
small burg, some U.D. fans forgot
how long it took to get from one
bar, oops, we mean place, to another, and students found out that
when Clevelanders say it’s right
down the street, they usually mean
something like fifty-seven blocks! —
In addition to hotel parties, a tertific crowd gathered at the Richmond Country Club (quite exclusive for our rowdy group). In no

up for a one-act drama starring Jim
and Julie Pflaum. Nice! — Hank
Radican likes the majority rule, providing the majority is girls. Evidence
of this was one of the hotel parties.
— Barbara Payne and Ernie Koerner got their weekends mixed up,
we see. They went up to Cleveland

a week ahead of time! — When Mar-

ilyn Catron and Patti Kinsella disappeared at a local restaurant, all the
lights went out! You work better in
the dark, Marilyn? — Bill Conley
had a very special house guest — he

took Mary Ellen Nagle home with

him. See they're both back, though.
Guess John Beis went home to see
whoever belongs to that ring he
wears (check correct spelling this
time). — Not wanting to stay all
alone in Dayton, Janet Finke trotted
up to the chilly city while Jack
Pfeiffer journeyd up to University of
Wisconsin.

Well,

all Joe Kwiatowski

needed

was a pep talk! He must have got
one

from

his blonde

friend,

Jean,

recently at Riffles, because look what
happened Sunday against J. Carroll!

Player of the day, they called him!

By the way, also spotted at Riffle’s

ing with songs and cheers. Arrangements at the “sophisticated hangout”? were made by former U.D.
rah-rah boys—namely Beaver and

were Dick Durbin and Barbara, and

Gil. Guess it doesn’t take long to
settle

down

and

enjoy

the

finer

things in life. — Activity and conver-

sation ceased when Jim made an entrance at Bill Enouen’s

(also a tem-

porary hotel) and the curtain went
Page 24

other

half, Ernie

Wiedemann

and

Mary and Jack Pruzzo and Eileen.
— Only complaint was not enough
cheese and too much meat.
Here are a few odds and ends col-

lected

over

the

past

few

weeks:

Question of the week, “Is Jack Nolt-

ing ever seen without

Marty

Mc-

Shane and vice versa?” Nice twosome, we think. We noted also that

Bill Collins and Shirley
were seen here and there.

Gehring

If spirits were a little low, appetites were still high after the “X”
game when Daytonians congregated at the Don Cosgrove household
in Cincy. — Among those stopping
in for all kinds of refreshments were
Paul Spakowski and Corda Sacksteder,

Ann

Utz

and

Mike

Smith,

Bobby Linden and Lucille, Frank
Siggins and Pat and Pete Rehs and
Sue. Barmaid and waitress for the
occasion was Pauline Kelly. Saturday
night was booming with parties, too!
The Chicago girls’ parents came and
helped the girls and fellows throw a
big shindig. ‘That’s what we like to
see — family cooperation and unity.
Leave it to those kids, they'll come
through every time. Wish
more
U.D/ers had some of their spirit.

the place buzz-

time flat, they had

to Felix. It was take-the-wives-outnight for some, including Jim Kiehl
and his Mary, Joe Tierney and his

Tony Kramer and Susie.
Ever
Hohler

see all those keys Nancy
carries? The heaviest and

biggest one of all, they say, is to
that

ball

and

chain

around

Bill

Little.
Music,

Both

and

more

music

kept the Senior party going, thanks

and

Cincinnati,

keep the party going. What would
we ever do without
those
two
clowns?
Ten dollar bills and likewise receipts are seen-on a great many Juniors nowadays. Class rings seem to
be the explanation. Sizes from three
to twelve have been recorded thus
far. They must have both midgets

and apes in that class of fifty-three.
Have

terms
music

in Cleveland

Ed Murray and Jack Gates helped

to run and cram

so we'll

never fear!!

be

for mid-

watchin’

you,

Be good and don’t do

anything we wouldn’t.

The Exponent
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STROLLING
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Travel and study abroad
via TWA next summer

CAMPUS

(Continued from Page 23)

dication, it can be safely said that a
good time was had by all. A few
of the faces seen in the throng were:
Julie Pflaum, Alice Duffy, Mary Ann
Isenecker, Mary Ellen Nagle, Dottie
Dwenger, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kyle
(Mary Frangella), Bob Heck, Dick
Mickley,

Bill Enouen,

Jim

All-expense tours will again
fill the needs of college professors and students
Now’s the time to start planning for one of the most interesting and profitable summers
you’
ve

Currin,

Paul Osweiler, Elmer Luthman, and
Gene “The Clown” Hickey with
some of the other soon-to-be-seencagers.
Highlighting the November second rally for the Carroll game, with
Bill Hallerman

as MC,

was

Chuck

Noll’s “resurrection” from the casket to prove that he and the rest of
our gridders were very much alive.
This they proved very convincingly
a few days later in Cleveland, when

they bounded back in Flyer fashion
to revenge the Jesuits, and run

roughshod over John Carroll, thirtysix to nothing. Jim Akau starred
with

three

touchdowns,

owski and freshman

Joe Kwiat-

Charlie Guida

scored one apiece, Paul Spakowski
complied with four PAT’s, and the
tackling of John Chaney and Joe
Malloy made possible the safety, to
round out the score and rack up the
Flyers’ sixth victory.

and studying abroad. In cooperation with specialists in the
field, TWA will again offer these
popular tours.

ever spent...sightseeing

i---

ay

Check the area you are interested in visiting next summer:
|

[_] British Isles
[_] European (General)

|

[_] Mediterranean

[_] India and Far East
[_] Spain and Portugai
[_] Scandinavia

[-] Holy Land
[_] Africa
[_] Other (specify)

|

Are you interested in university credits? [_] Yes

.

Are you interested in resident study at a foreign university?

|

[_] Yes

|
|

7
|

BARGAIN
Your

choice

|

HOLIDAY

John

TOURS

80 East 42nd Street, New

of

the

fol-

Please

2-week tours:
(Check

Furbay,

put

me

Ph.D.,

on

your

Air

epen

World

!
i

5

York 17, N.Y.
list to

receive

detailed

information

about the

|

Trans World Airlines tours indicated above, to be sent as soon as possible.

|

es

Name

|

|

Position

|

City.

|
Zone

State

} (J Holy Land
tS

TO

THE

|
|

_ Address

pean

|

A
on

Tours,

one for

further information)

Sol

H.

eS

;

you can
CHRISTMAS

!
“Se.

Across the US: and sia

lowing
:

[_] No

Please specify area

|

|
|
i

FACULTY

AND

Phone No.

|

C-11 |
al

STUDENTS

Faculty members and student organizations of The University
of Dayton are being offered a most unusual opportunity to
enjoy next summer in Europe without it costing them a penny.
Any faculty member or student organization sponsoring and
organizing a standard size Trans-World Airline Travel-Study

INCIDENTALLY

...

Do not miss the University of
Dayton Players in “On Borrowed
Time” at the Dayton Art Institute,
December 7, 8, 9. The advance notice is that it is a very amusing
fantasy.

will receive free transportation for himself and may receive
a substantial cash award also.
Those
interested should
contact Jim Cosimati, Business Manager of the Exponent,
who will see that full details are supplied to the interested
party.

ANNOUNCEMENT

You still have three chances to
practice “Ihe Messiah” slated for
the Fieldhouse on December ninth.
Mr. Harper wants you if you can

‘The Federal Bureau of Investigation is accepting applications for the
poe
of Special Agent Employee. While heretofore the position of
ecial Agent was open only to persons having degrees in Jaw or accounting,
the educational qualification for the Special Agent Employee position is a
degree of any kind from a resident university or college.

Congratulations
to the U.D.
Band for the fine work during the
football season and for the delightful program in the Fieldhouse on
November eleventh.

Applicants must be between 25 and 40 years of age and in good physical
condition.

sing.

The Debaters swing into action
with Resolved: That the Federal
Government should adopt a_permanent program of wage and price
control.

‘The entrance salary is $5,000.00 a year.
Individuals who are accepted for this position would engage in the
investigation of violations of Federal law and be assigned to any one of 52

offices located in the United States and the territorial possessions.

Examinations are given at irregular intervals at the Cincinnati Office of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Inquiries may be directed to the Special
Agent in Charge, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Post Office Box 1277,
Cincinnati,

Ohio.

-

